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The visualization is 
just the tip of the 
iceberg…

There’s a lot of 
code underneath 
that happens to 
transform the data











Setup 
parameters
(where does 

the data 
live?)

Interaction 
parameters

(what view is 
being displayed 

this moment?)

Parameters variably 
have to be 
supported by:
1) CLI args
2) .env
3) buttons
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web
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Unit tests
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Synchronization 
with external 
standards, e.g.:

data 
transformation 

components, 
standalone

save 
view 
state

authentication

SSO / 2FA

In practice, 
this is very 
complex at 
large orgs.



The data visualization 
community is not 
prepared for this volume 
and complexity of data
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Lots of research code is 
organized like this:

A small team (lab) or IC 
(single author) creates a 
codebase… 

…if the [data, functions] 
appear in multiple apps, 
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exist in multiple places
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Research software 
will increasingly run 

into the problem that 
startup infra has 
known for years:

It’s easy to 
grow wide…

…it’s hard 
to grow tall

(horizontal scaling)

(vertical scaling)

Compartmentalizing 
requires interdependence 
(documentation, 
communication,
etc etc etc…)
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Users expressed 
data management 

concerns due to 
complexities of 

institutional 
embedding,

volume

Reduced 
Redundancy

Data objects should only live in one location, with 
version control

Governance Storage objects and visualization projects need 
dynamic permissions scoping that align with 
research release cycle

Cross-institutional 
syncing

If visualizations rely on external authorities e.g. 
for nomenclature and ontologies, they should 
update in sync with that authority. For example, 
Ensembl gene IDs change with new research

Egress Any transformation that can be made using the 
UI should be exportable and workflow recorded. 
Imagine a ‘graphical API’

Multimodality Web deployment but also paper publication, 
scientific notebooks (Python, R)

Longevity Long-term support via reduced technical debt, 
unit tests, and platform support



There are systemic 
challenges to 

meeting these 
objectives

Funding There is limited funding either for person-power 
or compute resources to set up workflows

Time ‘Publish or perish’ and grant obligations mean 
limited time for processes like unit testing

Siloed
ownership

When teams are organized by biological research 
question, there is redundancy due to reduced 
communication

Intellectual
property

Open sourcing code can be challenging when 
data has already been open sourced and 
analysis is the primary novel contribution

Comfort Don’t tell R users they have to learn Python…
…especially not statisticians

Mental model Modularity of code elements is incongruous with 
organizing projects into distinct compartments



Thanks! Jane Adams (WVH 306)


